
The ballThe ball  
just droppedjust dropped  
& so did the Home Goals& so did the Home Goals

  Bulletin!Bulletin!  

The holiday lights are down, the ball has officially dropped in

Times Square and everybody is eager to take advantage of the

fresh beginnings that a new year brings us! 

 

We have managed to come out of two challenging years, it’s ok

to allow ourselves to feel the good, bad, discouraging,

marvelous, fascinating and everything in between. There is

much to be savored in these moments of reflection.

 

I feel blessed. Last year was such a foundational year for my

company and I am fortunate to announce that I am celebrating

my first year as Genardini Realty Solutions! And boy it was one

for the books! What does this mean for you?

 

This year will be one of forward movement sprinkled with some

fun along the way. GRS is in the beginning stages of growing

the company with new team members to accommodate the

needs of all those who come to me. It is my genuine and

heartfelt purpose to provide you all with education, information,

and inspiration-leaving you with some new knowledge and

smile on your face. 

 

Get ready to feel the love! My business could not thrive without

clients like you and it’s time you are celebrated. Details will be

coming soon about the first GRS Client Appreciation Event in

the spring!

 

That’s all folks-Can’t spill all the tea! Ciao for now!

 

-Michelle Genardini

What’s cookin’? 
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NationalNational  
Clean OffClean Off  

Your Desk DayYour Desk Day  
01/10/2022

Ahhhhhh, now sit down and begin working with aAhhhhhh, now sit down and begin working with a

  sense of calm, order, and hopefully a smile on your face.sense of calm, order, and hopefully a smile on your face.
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New Year, Different GoalsNew Year, Different Goals
Do you have goals for your home? I find it works best to write my goals and share them

with others. Whether you need to downsize, looking to give your place a facelift, or

wanting to completely gut your kitchen- everyone has a different home goal!

Your home should be full of the things you love! That may come in the form of a new,

sleek living room rug. It may be as simple as clearing out the weeds in the front yard.

For others, it’s taking a sledgehammer and knocking out walls! 
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